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A B S T R A C T

Innovation is fundamental to economic growth, competition, and consumer welfare.
It involves five core elements: Creativity, risk-taking, value-addition, adoption, and
destruction. When these elements are combined, they produce powerful new technolo-
gies that revolutionize the way we work, travel, interact and more. Politicians, regula-
tors, and consumers are asking whether antitrust can adequately promote and protect
competition and innovation in the digital sector. Can it ensure access to competitively
important data? Can it prevent mergers that eliminate future rivals? And can it address
foreclosure by incumbent service providers? This article argues that the solution does
not lie in overly broad changes to legal duties, burdens and standards of proof, which
could have adverse consequences. Instead, governments, agencies, and industry should
cooperate to produce rules that promote innovation by digital platforms and new
entrants alike. This model of participative antitrust offers a promising path forward.
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The past decade has witnessed rapid and sometimes unpredictable innovation in the
many and varied markets where digital platforms operate. Machine learning techni-
ques developed by digital businesses are being repurposed to improve cancer screen-
ing results.1 Video-sharing, mapping, and other services contribute to a much richer
search experience. If a company like Google had limited itself to operating a general
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1 Google Blog, A promising step forward for predicting lung cancer, 20 May 2019 (‘When using a single CT
scan for diagnosis, our model performed on par or better than the six radiologists. We detected five percent more
cancer cases while reducing false-positive exams by more than 11 percent compared to unassisted radiologists in
our study’).
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search ‘platform’, many popular products might never have seen the light of day:
Chrome, whose open source technology also powers a range of rival browsers;2 the
Play Store, which provides developers of more than 2 million apps with access to
hundreds of millions of smartphone users;3 and experiments like Project Loon,
which is helping restore Internet connectivity to areas struck by natural disasters.4

Public figures have recognized the innovative capacity of digital platforms.5 The inno-
vation that digital platforms produce and the unpredictable nature of future develop-
ments caution against seeking to re-design the market to a particular blueprint.6 Policy
prescriptions such as bans on vertical integration, broad ‘non-discrimination’ rules, and
requirements for ‘fair and just’ terms prove—in practice—complex to administer, costly
to producers and consumers alike, and have failed when applied in other industries.7 As
one philosophy has it, ‘the curious task of economics is to demonstrate to men how little
they really know about what they imagine they can design’.8

2 The Verge, Microsoft is building its own Chrome browser to replace Edge, 4 December 2018; see also
ZDNet, All the Chromium-based browsers, 22 January 2019.

3 AppBrain, Number of Android apps on Google Play, updated as of 13 June 2019.
4 ArsTechnica, Project Loon team gave Puerto Rico connectivity—and assembled a helicopter, 18 February

2018 (‘The number of people Loon connected in Puerto Rico has doubled since November: 200kþ’).
5 Despite the European Commission’s (EC) investigations into Google Shopping, Android, and AFS,

Commissioner Vestager has noted that ‘Google is a wonderful company, very, very innovative and they have
brought us innovation that has changed our lives’ (Fortune, EU’s Top Antitrust Regulator Says Google Is
Still a ‘Wonderful’ Company After Imposing $2.7 Billion Fine, 2 September 2017). See also Digital
Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, paras 1.5 and 1.7 (‘Within the dig-
ital economy, markets based on platforms that connect different groups of users have played a prominent and dis-
tinctive role. Online search, social media, digital mapping and other applications frequently provide consumers
with services at no monetary cost. . . Having companies operating at such scale and across multiple digital mar-
kets delivers substantial benefits for consumers and the UK economy’).

6 In particular, Commissioner Vestager has stated that ‘To break up a company, to break up private property
would be very far reaching and you would need to have a very strong case that it would produce better results for
consumers in the marketplace than what you could do with more mainstream tools . . . We’re dealing with private
property. Businesses that are built and invested in and become successful because of their innovation’
(TechCrunch, Don’t break up big tech—regulate data access, says EU antitrust chief, 11 March 2019).
Professor Shapiro, a former Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics at the Antitrust Division of
the US Department of Justice, argues that ‘Talk of breaking up the tech titans without reference to a specific
antitrust violation is putting a very large cart before the horse” and “antitrust should take care not to discourage
the tech titans from competing with each other, as Microsoft has done with Bing against Google and as Google
has done with Android against Apple iOS.’ See C Shapiro, ‘Protecting Competition in the American
Economy: Merger Control, Tech Titans, Labor Markets’ 12 June 2019. Even those sympathetic to struc-
tural separations recognize that ‘getting the policy right will require careful case-by-case analysis and further
study to assess the relevant tradeoffs. Arriving at the proper set of interventions, however, requires first knowing
the full set of available tools’. See L Khan, ‘The Separation Of Platforms And Commerce’ Columbia Law
Review, 28 May 2019.

7 See FTC Commissioner Wilson, Remembering Regulatory Misadventures: Taking a Page from Edmund
Burke to Inform Our Approach to Big Tech, Address at the British Institute of International and
Comparative Law, 28 June 2019 (‘Although simple in theory, these requirements proved devilishly complex in
practice. Starting in the 1970s, scholars increasingly recognized that the regulations distorted competition in the
marketplace, reduced economic efficiency, and harmed the very consumers they ostensibly protected’).

8 Hayek, The Fatal Conceit. Using the example of Uber’s experience in China, F Zhu and M Iansiti argue
that ‘it’s often easier for a digital platform to achieve scale than to sustain it. After all, the advantages that allow
the platform to expand quickly work for its competitors and anyone else who wants to get into the market. The
reason that some platforms thrive while others struggle really lies in their ability to manage five fundamental
properties of networks: network effects, clustering, risk of disintermediation, vulnerability to multi-homing, and
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It would, however, be a mistake to ignore or disregard the sense of frustration un-
derlying calls for intervention in the digital sector. Academics, practitioners, govern-
ment officials, and others have voiced growing disquiet at regulators’ perceived
inability (or unwillingness) to tackle concerns relating to the digital sector. There is
sometimes a sense that antitrust agencies are rooted in the ‘analogue’ world of tech-
nocratic analysis, constrained by the consumer welfare standard, and focused on
price effects in markets where firms seek users’ attention rather than charging
upfront fees.9

To put the issue another way, authorities are increasingly charged with monitor-
ing markets where power is purportedly concentrated in the hands of a few and
where the firms, products, and even methods of payment are constantly changing.
Questions are being raised (not for the first time10) about whether they are up to
the task and have the tools they need, or whether enforcers are hamstrung by proce-
dures and analytical frameworks that are ill-suited to the digital era. In particular,
there is a fear that long, arduous investigations are rapidly outpaced by changing
technologies.11

All of this leads politicians, regulators, and others to ask whether antitrust can ade-
quately promote and protect competition and innovation in the digital sector. That
should not be surprising. Innovation is fundamental to long-term economic growth,
and the digital world has been relentlessly innovative in changing the way we work,
shop, socialize, travel, and more. Fostering continued innovation in digital services
should be a priority. Looking ahead, competition policy has a legitimate role in

bridging to multiple networks’. See Harvard Business Review, Why Some Platforms Thrive and Others
Don’t, January–February 2019 Issue.

9 F Scott Morton and others, Report of the Committee for the Study of Digital Platforms - Market
Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee, Stigler Center for the Study of the Economy and the State, 15
May 2019 (‘Antitrust law and its application by the courts over the past several decades have reflected the now
outdated learning of an earlier era of economic thought, and they appear in some respects inhospitable to new
learning. Antitrust enforcement better suited to the challenges of the Digital Age may therefore require new legis-
lation. . . Economists and lawyers will have to develop tools to explain to courts the role of behavioral biases in
the creation of market power and in their effect on the quality of content. The existence of zero money prices
means that measurement of quality will be critical. The law needs better analytical tools to take into account the
impact of potential and nascent competitors and competition. Market definition will vary according to what con-
sumers are substituting between, whether there is competition on the platform between complements, or competi-
tion between platforms, or competition between a platform and potential or nascent competitors regarding
possible future markets. The need to identify the specific anticompetitive exclusionary conduct and analyze it
may raise enforcement costs given all the possible variants of exclusionary conduct possible in digital markets’).

10 See eg Federal Trade Commission, Anticipating the 21st Century: Competition Policy in the New High-
Tech, Global Marketplace, May 1996 (‘Forces of globalization and innovation that have been rippling
through our economy for more than 200 years are now ripping up the established terrain of many economic sec-
tors. Whether driven by improvements in computers, biotechnology, communications or other technologies, tum-
bling transportation costs, falling regulatory barriers or freer domestic and international capital markets,
increasing globalization and rapid innovation are profoundly altering the marketplace. These changes create
new possibilities and raise new problems for consumers, businesses, and government agencies. It is in everyone’s
interest that government understand these developments in order to make sure that the marketplace continues to
work competitively for businesses and consumers’).

11 In 2017, the EC concluded a seven-year investigation into Google’s allegedly favouring the company’s
Shopping product in its search results. In that year alone Google conducted more than 30,000 experi-
ments on its service and altered the Google Search algorithm 2,453 times. See CNBC, We sat in on an in-
ternal Google meeting where they talked about changing the search algorithm—here’s what we learned,
17 September 2018.
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ensuring that we don’t miss out on the great innovations of tomorrow. On the other
hand, ‘antitrust cannot solve all manner of economic and social problems and should
not be expected to do so’.12

This article seeks to contribute a few reflections on the challenges we face and the
solutions on offer. Section I offers a perspective on the factors that contribute to in-
novation (and which antitrust should seek to promote). Section II identifies three
principal challenges in applying antitrust to digital markets. Section III outlines a par-
ticipative model of antitrust that—in our view—offers a way forward to promote
competition and foster innovation.

I . T H E A N A T O M Y O F I N N O V A T I O N
For present purposes, innovation is defined as creation based on a risky venture
whose outcome adds value, is widely adopted, and replaces inferior technology that
came before. These five factors (creativity, risk-taking, value-addition, adoption, and
destruction) appear to us to represent the pillars of the innovative process.

Creativity
For innovation to occur, someone must deploy unique and creative thought. It could
draw from other innovations and could span anything from an algorithm improve-
ment to a new mode of transport. Critically, creation comes from new ideas.

Silicon Valley’s origin story is a prime example. In 1957, eight dissatisfied employ-
ees from Shockley Semiconductor left the company and pursued their own venture.
Fairchild Semiconductor was born, adding a second transistor firm to the largely des-
olate South San Francisco Bay. As Fairchild found success, its employees left to cre-
ate new companies in the area. This process laid the roots for the modern day
Silicon Valley. As of 2019, 92 companies (worth a combined $2.1 trillion) can trace
their roots back to Fairchild Semiconductor.13 The creation of new companies and,
more importantly, new ideas allowed Silicon Valley to become synonymous with
innovation.

That said, innovations often depend on old ideas—even Sir Isaac Newton was
‘standing on the shoulders of giants’—which can disguise the time it takes for a par-
ticular innovation to come to market.14 Attention-grabbing new products (even
those emerging from an inventor’s garage) often depend on decades of technological
and organizational change. Ride-sharing services like Uber, Lyft, and Grab were
made possible by the development of, for example, the smartphone, the credit card,
and geo-mapping. And they spent years refining tools such as pre-ride price

12 Shapiro (n 6).
13 TechCrunch, The First Trillion-Dollar Startup, 2014; see also Medium, The History of Silicon Valley, 19

May 2019.
14 S Scotchmer, ‘Standing on the Shoulders of Giants: Cumulative Research and the Patent Law’ (1991) 5

Journal of Economic Perspectives (‘almost all technical progress builds on a foundation provided by earlier
innovators. For example, most molecular biologists use the basic technique for inserting genes into bacteria that
was pioneered by Herbert Boyer and Stanley Cohen in the early 1970s. . . many drugs like insulin, antibiotics,
and anti-clotting drugs have been progressively improved as later innovators bettered previous technologies.
Computer text editors are similar to one another, as are computer spreadsheets, in large part because innovators
have inspired each other. An early example of cumulative research was Eli Whitney’s cotton gin, which was
quickly modified and improved by other innovators who seriously curtailed his profit’).
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estimations, itinerary trackers for drivers, driver rating systems, and surge pricing.
While the ride-sharing product is novel, it is also the result of numerous preceding
innovations and involves the repositioning and reformulating of ideas and business
models both by incumbents and new entrants.

Risk
The pursuit of innovation—as with all entrepreneurialism—is risky. As the achieve-
ments of companies such as Apple, Tesla, and Spotify make headlines, it’s easy to
lose sight of the fact that most attempts to innovate fail. In the pharmaceutical sector,
for example, approximately 90 per cent of drugs that get far enough in their develop-
ment to be tested on humans don’t make it to market.15

IBM is a good example of how risk fuels innovation. In the 1970s, computers had
severely limited task performance abilities. While devices could process words, per-
form equations, and balance budgets, each of these processes had to be conducted
on separate machines. IBM set out to create the world’s first multi-purpose
computer. The company bet big on this venture, dedicating $5 billion16 (3� its an-
nual revenue) to the creation of the System/360 computer. This wager paid off as
IBM developed a product that could multi-task, providing a major step forward in
computer engineering. In hindsight, IBM’s efforts appear to be equal parts heroic
and dangerous. The payoff was massive, and failure could have bankrupted the com-
pany. But an innovation of this magnitude could only be achieved with some appetite
for risk.

It is not only private firms that take on significant risk in pursuit of innovation.
The public sector, universities, and other institutions have also invested in projects
with ambitious goals and uncertain futures.17 In the USA, the Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has become a mainstay of technological devel-
opment. This public sector group funded the development of the Internet, GPS, and
even Apple’s Siri.18 In Europe, Horizon 2020 is an EU-funded initiative that aims to
provide e80 billion19 for innovative firms throughout the union. This serves as the
single largest innovation initiative in European history.20

For both public and private organizations, risk is increased by the unpredictable
nature of innovation. When the US government invested in semiconductor power in
the 1950s and 1960s they were unaware that it would lead to the creation of the per-
sonal computer decades later.21 And just as spaceflight aimed to put mankind on the
moon, its greatest impact may have been to contribute to the development of laptop
computers, wireless headsets, CAT scans, camera phones, and scratch-resistant

15 Forbes, ‘The Cost Of Developing Drugs Is Insane. That Paper That Says Otherwise Is Insanely Bad’ (16
October 2017).

16 Alan Greenspan and Adrian Wooldridge, Capitalism in America (Penguin Random House 2018).
17 See eg European Commission, Universities and collaborative innovation in EC-funded research projects:

An analysis based on Innovation Radar data, 2016 (finding that ‘70% of innovations with high potential are
co-developed with universities. Collaboration between universities and SMEs seems to be particularly fruitful’).

18 Forbes, ‘4 Government Programs That Drive Innovation’ (2 July 2013).
19 European Commission, What is Horizon 2020?
20 ibid.
21 Mariana Mazzucato, The Value of Everything: Making and Taking in the Global Economy (Penguin Books

2018).
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lenses.22 The value of a particular invention is hard to predict, even for Nobel Prize
economists.23

Value
An innovative product or process is one that adds practical value. 24 It does not occur
for its own sake or for academic interest. Value addition, it seems to us, separates in-
vention from innovation. In 2015, the US granted 298,407 patents for unique inven-
tions.25 Of these, only a handful are likely to add value and become true innovations.

Ford Motor Company is an instructive example of how adding value is necessary
to innovate. When the firm was founded in 1903, it was one of several groups
attempting to make the automobile a consumer good. In 1908 Ford created the
Model T, a ‘car for the masses’ designed to replace the horse. Their car, both in
whole and in its various parts, was inventive, but there was no significant value added
for either the firm or the consumer.

It wasn’t until 1913 that Ford’s innovation came in the form of the assembly line.
This invention allowed workers to specialize and add additional features to the chas-
sis as it continued down the line. The assembly line added value in many forms. In
particular, Ford was able to produce significantly more cars at reduced cost.26 The
automotive industry at large was able to adopt the process, enabling consumers to
purchase a car from one of many firms at a more affordable price. For the Ford
Motor Company, it took a full decade of invention to produce an innovation.

Adoption
For a product to be truly innovative, we also believe it must be adopted on a material
scale; otherwise it stays as just an idea. If we define ‘invention’ as the creation of an
ability, innovation occurs when that ability is allowed to scale and have some kind of
market impact.27

The origins of the personal computer demonstrate the importance of mass adop-
tion. While it’s difficult to attribute the creation of the PC to any single person,
Henry Edward Roberts has sometimes been credited with creating the first such de-
vice.28 Roberts invented the Altair 8800, a ‘microcomputer’ that had modest success
in the mid-1970s. His invention was ground-breaking, but it was the subsequent
work of companies such as IBM and Microsoft that led to the PC’s widespread
adoption.

22 NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 20 Inventions We Wouldn’t Have Without Space Travel.
23 Paul Krugman, ‘Why most Economists’ Predictions are Wrong’ Red Herring, 1998 (‘By 2005 or so, it will

become clear that the Internet’s impact on the economy has been no greater than the fax machine’s’).
24 We acknowledge that the question of whether a particular innovation adds value may involve trade-offs

between different stakeholders. There may be a need to consider which stakeholders win or lose out (and
to what extent) in evaluating innovations (eg ads that generate a return but cause societal harm or are tar-
geted to vulnerable consumers).

25 US Patent Office, US Patent Activity—Calendar Years 1790 to the Present.
26 In 1912, Ford sold 82,388 Model Ts at $600. In 1916, the company sold 585,388 Model Ts at $360.

(Ford Website).
27 Forbes, ‘What’s The Difference Between Invention And Innovation?’ (10 September 2015).
28 New York Times, ‘H. Edward Roberts, PC Pioneer, Dies at 68’ (2 April 2010); see also Wall Street Journal,

‘Bill Gates Remembers Personal Computer Pioneer’ (2 April 2010).
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Scale can play a particularly important role in multi-sided markets where the at-
tractiveness of an intermediary or platform to one customer group depends on the
presence of the other customer group—what economists term ‘indirect network
effects’. Newspapers offer a low-tech example of how this works, with advertisers’
willingness to spend their marketing budget depending on the size and composition
of a newspaper’s readership. Digital platforms like Airbnb (bringing together hosts
and guests) and e-commerce sites (bringing together merchants and shoppers) oper-
ate on the same principle. Successful platforms therefore seek to build ‘thick’ market-
places in which their innovative technologies can be widely adopted and used.29

Destruction
Innovation has long been noted for its destructive nature. When more useful tools
become available, other products become obsolete. Innovation forces existing firms
to ‘sink or swim’. Treading water is rarely an option.

Innovation can eliminate existing companies and products and can make certain
jobs obsolete. But it is also creative, value-enhancing, contributes to the lives and
well-being of consumers, and gives rise to new forms of work and enterprises to take
the place of old ones.30 A few years ago, describing one’s job as ‘social media influ-
encer’ would have been met with a blank stare; today it’s met with sponsorship
offers. Innovation is, to use the oft-repeated phrase, ‘creative destruction’.31

The destructive nature of innovation inevitably creates winners and losers. In the
long-run, it produces fundamental economic changes that fuel long-term economic
growth. As described in a paper by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)’s economics department, processes that ‘strengthen market
selection, weed-out inefficient firms and trigger productivity-enhancing reallocation
can have powerful effects on aggregate productivity growth’, albeit measures are
needed to assist displaced workers.32 But those whose products or industries are
threatened by innovation—be they large or small—rarely go quietly into the night.
Some focus their energies on innovating to stay competitive. Others resort to less
noble strategies.

Firms may lobby regulators to erect barriers to entry or to impede disruptive in-
novation. Arguments about job losses can prove deceptively convincing when the
benefits of innovation are widely dispersed but the losses are concentrated in fewer,
more visible victims.33 In the late 16th century, Queen Elizabeth I denied a patent to
William Lee, inventor of the stocking frame knitting machine, stating ‘Thou aimest
high, Master Lee. Consider thou what the invention could do to my poor subjects.

29 See A Roth, Who Gets What and Why? The Hidden World of Matchmaking and Market Design (Harper
Collins 2015) (applying this principle to many other contexts outside digital markets, such as clearing
houses for kidney transplants and allocation of medical residencies).

30 Jackson Allison, Creative Destruction, 22 August 2013.
31 J Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism & Democracy (Routledge 1994).
32 OECD Economics Department Working Paper, Coping With Creative Destruction: Reducing The Costs

Of Firm Exit, 13 December 2016.
33 Greenspan and Wooldridge, (n 16) (‘The biggest potential constraint on creative destruction is political resis-

tance. The losers of creative destruction tend to be concentrated while the winners tend to be dispersed.
Organising concentrated people is much easier than organizing dispersed ones. The benefits of creative destruc-
tion can take decades to manifest themselves, while the costs are often immediate’).
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It would assuredly bring to them ruin by depriving them of employment, thus mak-
ing them beggars.’34 Similar arguments are being made against artificial intelligence.35

There are examples of agency officials publicly warning against these calls for
intervention.36

Against that working definition of the principal attributes of innovation, there is
little doubt that large digital platforms have delivered widespread innovation.
Creativity has led to new tools like powerful search engines, browsers, and ultra-
quick e-commerce. They have taken on substantial risk, with digital firms accounting
for a disproportionate share of R&D investment.37 They have added value, not only
through their well-known services, but also by closing the digital divide with the de-
veloping world.38 Large-scale adoption has led to higher quality services and con-
sumer and societal benefits (digital maps, for example, were estimated in 2017 to
have saved users 21 million hours per year and supported more than $1 trillion in
sales for businesses).39 New digital services have contributed to ‘creative destruction’
by replacing technologies from previous eras.

We turn now to the question of how incumbents might abuse market power to
prevent new innovative rivals from gaining a foothold. In the digital context, compe-
tition officials, practitioners and academics are asking whether anti-competitive prac-
tices might prevent the emergence of the next Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, or
Microsoft. Antitrust agencies are being called upon to do more.

I I . I N N O V A T I O N C H A L L E N G E S A N D L E G A L I S T I C S O L U T I O N S
Antitrust can support innovation. That is to say, it can support risky, creative endeav-
ours that add value, stand some chance of widespread adoption, and advance the

34 Forbes, ‘Accidental Inventors And The Impact Of Technology On Work And Jobs’ (4 March 2018).
35 Fortune, ‘Elon Musk Says Artificial Intelligence Is the “Greatest Risk We Face as a Civilization”’ (15 July

2017); in contrast, see PwC, ‘Will robots really steal jobs?’ (February 2018) (‘new technologies like AI and
robotics will create many new jobs. Some of these new jobs will relate directly to these new technologies, but most
will just result from the general boost to productivity, incomes and wealth that these technologies will bring. As
these additional incomes are spent, this will generate additional demand for labour and so new jobs, as such
technologies have done throughout history. Our other research suggests that the net long term effect on employ-
ment in advanced economies like the US and the EU may be broadly neutral, although it is harder to quantify
new job creation than it is to estimate the proportion of existing jobs at risk of automation (precisely because
those jobs exist now and we therefore know a lot about their characteristics)’).

36 See Alex Chisholm (former Chief Executive of the Competition and Markets Authority), Financial
Times, ‘Let consumers pick the winner in the battle over London cabs’ (1 December 2015) (‘Change can
be unsettling and unpredictable. We all need to be bold enough to challenge, if necessary, the arguments of
incumbents who stand to lose from disruptive change. Defenders of the status quo can often be more vocal and
organised than the advocates of change’).

37 PwC, StrategyþBusiness, What The Top Innovators Get Right, 30 October 2018 (among the top global
spenders in R&D in 2018, Amazon was ranked first, Google second, Microsoft sixth, Apple seventh, and
Facebook fourteenth).

38 In addition to Project Loon, discussed above, Space X has gained permission to launch satellites that aim
to provide affordable high speed broadband; Facebook uses atmospheric drones to deliver internet to ru-
ral and remote areas; and Facebook’s Free Basics service aims to provide cheap internet services to con-
sumers in developing countries: See Wired, Facebook and Google’s race to connect the world is heating
up, 26 July 2018; and Pocket-Lint, The internet space race is on: Google Loon versus Facebook drones
versus SpaceX satellites, 27 March 2015.

39 The Keyword, ‘The economic impact of geospatial services’ (28 September 2017).
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creative destruction that gives vigour to economic life. This requires a balance be-
tween (i) forcefully challenging anti-competitive conduct that restricts rivals’ oppor-
tunities to innovate, and (ii) assuring firms that introducing innovative products or
business models will not at some later date be recast as unlawful.

The task for antitrust agencies, therefore, is to be open to hearing complaints, but
resist calls to stand in the way of creative destruction. As the Court of Justice puts it,
‘Competition on the merits may, by definition, lead to the departure from the market
or the marginalisation of competitors that are less efficient and so less attractive to
consumers from the point of view of, among other things, price, choice, quality or in-
novation.’40 In other circumstances, market exit may result from anticompetitive
foreclosure. It is not always easy to tell the two apart.

A series of expert groups, competition agencies and academics have produced
reports on how to reform competition policy in digital markets in Europe, the US,
Australia, and elsewhere.41 Notwithstanding their diverse compositions, terms of ref-
erence, and policy prescriptions, there are three challenges that most of these reports
tend to address: restrictions on access to data; foreclosure of downstream rivals by
platform owners; and so-called ‘killer acquisitions’ that eliminate potential future
competitors. These challenges are complex, require nuanced analysis, and carefully
crafted solutions that protect and promote innovation rather than undermining it.

Data
Discussions of data have tended to fall within two schools of thought, which can be
summarized (with a degree of caricature) as follows.

On the first view, data is as valuable as oil. It is the essential input that enables ads
to be targeted, services to be personalized, and service providers to make better and
more powerful products. More than 10 years ago, the Chief Editor of Wired maga-
zine declared that data marked ‘the end of theory’ and ‘makes the scientific method obso-
lete’. He argued that:

Petabytes allow us to say: ‘Correlation is enough.’ We can stop looking for
models. We can analyze the data without hypotheses about what it might
show. We can throw the numbers into the biggest computing clusters the
world has ever seen and let statistical algorithms find patterns where science
cannot.42

Accordingly, proponents of the ‘petabytes as petroleum’ perspective claim that who-
ever controls the largest and richest database will win competition for the market;
not because of the merits of their approach (or at least not only because of merit),

40 Intel v Commission, Case C-413/14 P, EU:C:2017:632, para 134.
41 These include the Digital Competition Expert Panel report on ‘Unlocking Digital Competition’ (the

Furman Report), the EC special advisers’ report (‘Competition Policy for the Digital Era’), the ACCC’s
preliminary report (the ‘Digital Platforms Inquiry’), the German government-commissioned report
(‘Modernizing the Law on Abuse of Market Power’), and the Stigler report (by the ‘Committee for the
Study of Digital Platforms – Market Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee’), and others.

42 Chris Anderson, ‘The End Of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes The Scientific Method Obsolete’ Wired
(23 June 2008).
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but because of the valuable data assets they possess. On this view, we need to use
regulatory tools—either a modified ‘essential facilities’ antitrust doctrine or a new
legislative duty—that will open up the largest data troves to rivals. Withholding or
withdrawing data could impede innovation by depriving rival businesses of an indis-
pensable input. This charge has been levelled at Facebook in a report of the Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport Committee of the UK parliament and has been the subject
of US litigation.43

On the second view, data is widely available, not a finite resource. Vast amounts
of data can be generated in seconds. It is non-exclusive, non-rivalrous, suffers dimin-
ishing returns to scale, becomes less valuable the older it gets, and may in any event
be traded and sold by third party data brokers.44 Experimentation and algorithm
quality are what matter.45 There is at least some support for this view. In a series of
cases, the EC has been able to exclude concerns based on the accumulation of data46

because of its limited value or the availability of the same (or similar data) from mul-
tiple sources.47 There are also examples of new entrants quickly accumulating the
data they need to enter the market, as the proliferation of dating apps and genealogy
services show.48 When Google first developed its voice assistant, it opened up a free
telephone directory service to obtain enough voice samples to get its speech

43 DCMS Committee, Disinformation and Fake News, Final Report, 18 February 2019, para 135 (‘The evi-
dence that we obtained from the Six4Three court documents indicates that Facebook was willing to override its
users’ privacy settings in order to transfer data to some app developers, to charge high prices in advertising to
some developers, for the exchange of that data, and to starve some developers—such as Six4Three—of that
data, thereby causing them to lose their business’).

44 These issues are discussed further in H Varian, M Dolmans and G Baird, Digital challenges for competi-
tion policy, September 2018.

45 Generally, static observational data will only enable correlation to be determined, whereas experiments al-
low causality to be identified. In 2009, the director of search at Google disclosed that the team ran some
6,000 experiments a year ultimately producing between 450 and 500 changes in Google’s search engine.
See Bloomberg, Google Search Guru Singhal: We Will Try Outlandish Ideas, 2 October 2009. See also D
Sokol and R Comerford, ‘Antitrust and Regulating Big Data’ (2016) 23 George Mason Law Review (‘it
is important to distinguish between the collection of raw data and the analysis any given firm puts the data
through, which is what makes the data valuable. This is the firm’s “secret sauce”’).

46 The most recent example is the unconditional clearance in Case COMP/M.8788 Apple/Shazam,
Commission decision of 6 September 2018, where the EC concluded that (‘In the music industry, the most
potentially valuable data appears to relate to actual music consumption, as that is the most representative of the
correlation across multiple songs a user may like. As a result, the most interesting and valuable data to offer digi-
tal music streaming services is typically held by music streaming providers themselves . . . Shazam User Data
has no relevance for digital music streaming apps’).

47 For example, media measurement companies such as Nielsen, Comscore, Growth from Knowledge
(GfK) and many others provide data. These companies recruit users to join a panel and pay them to ob-
serve their online and offline behaviour. Such companies have been around for decades and have created
large panels. Nielsen claims 250,000 households in 25 countries, and Comscore claims a 2 million person
global panel. Another sort of user data is to pay raters, focus groups, user testers, and so on. Google, for
example, recruits over 10,000 search quality raters to answer questions about relevance, quality, appropri-
ateness and other questions involving search results (see eg CNBC, ‘We sat in on an internal Google
meeting where they talked about changing the search algorithm – here’s what we learned’, 17 September
2018).

48 In little more than 10 years, 23andMe has gone from a start-up to having more than 5 million customers.
In 2018 it announced a cooperation agreement with GlaxoSmithKline, which also made a US$300 million
investment in the company. See GlaxoSmithKline Press Release, GSK and 23andMe sign agreement to le-
verage genetic insights for the development of novel medicines, 25 July 2018.
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recognition software off the ground;49 a creative approach for sure, but one that
other companies could likely replicate.50

Proponents of this view reject the opening up of datasets to rivals as misguided.
Withholding or withdrawing data can scarcely be said to restrict innovation if that
data has little value and can be obtained elsewhere. And any such solution could
have a range of unintended consequences, such as creating risks or tensions with pri-
vacy and data protection.51 There is also a risk of mission creep as the beneficiaries
of data access seek to expand the scope of the rules to go beyond raw input data and
to extend it to digital platforms’ proprietary algorithms or insights—the ‘secret sauce’
on which many digital services are based.

In our view, neither of these positions tells a complete story, largely because it’s
difficult to discuss data in the abstract. Defining the value, importance, and policy
implications of data requires specificity about the types of data we have in mind and
the goals we hope to achieve. At the very least, some basic distinctions need to be
drawn:52

• Data can be ‘input’ or contributed by users themselves (eg a user entering their
date of birth), ‘observed’ from users’ activity (eg recording what users read online
or where they hover their cursor), or ‘inferred’ from combining input and observed
data (eg topics likely to be of interest to the user based on what they read and
where they live).53

• Data can be created through routine user interactions (eg making a purchase on
Amazon) or resource intensive investments (eg building up mapping or street view
data of a city).

• Certain data may be abundant and easy for multiple service providers to obtain (eg
a user’s age); other data can be observed only by providing users with more sophis-
ticated tools (eg exercise patterns that Fitbit devices record).

49 Google blog, How one team turned the dream of speech recognition into a reality (‘Their original algo-
rithms to interpret voice input into text were trained from models based on speech patterns from GOOG-411, a
quirky experimental speech recognition product launched in 2007 to look up phone numbers in the United
States or Canada’).

50 For example, Google’s Chromium browser is open source and is now the basis for many other browsers
such as Amazon Silk, Brave, Microsoft Edge, Opera, Samsung, and Yandex. Very detailed search data can
be collected simply by modifying the Chromium source code. According to a Wired article, Bing was able
to copy Google search results data to improve its own service: see Wired, Google Catches Bing Copying;
Microsoft Says ‘So What?’ 1 February 2011.

51 Privacy issues can be difficult to resolve. In many applications such as social networks, email, photos,
multi-authored documents, and so on, information by and about multiple parties is contained in the docu-
ments. Can an individual user download such data without seeking permission from other potentially im-
pacted users? There are many other edge cases, such as a photograph showing a car license plate or a
house address. These difficulties are illustrated in AOL’s notorious inadvertent release of personal user in-
formation when opening up its web search queries: New York Times, ‘A Face Is Exposed for AOL
Searcher No 4417749’ 9 August 2006.

52 The EC recognized the various distinctions and types of data that exist in Case COMP/M.8788 Apple/
Shazam, Commission decision of 6 September 2018, paras 313–329 (measuring Shazam datasets against
the categories of variety, velocity, volume, and value).

53 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 2.54.
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• Certain data may have value to marketers, even without much processing (eg the
last time a person had their vehicle serviced); other data may require intensive,
large-scale analysis to create a monetizable opportunity.

• Data—and different types of data—may also be more important for some services
than others. Even within digital ads, data have different degrees of relevance
depending on the type of ads at issue.54

Regulatory intervention to promote data access is difficult precisely because these
complexities create trade-offs. Requiring only ‘input’ data that are derived from rou-
tine user interactions might limit unintended consequences, but it might also raise
tensions with data privacy rules and have little value for recipients. Mandating access
to ‘observed’ or ‘inferred’ data that firms had to invest in collecting might be more
useful for rivals, but could have serious negative consequences for innovation by
uncovering trade secrets (ie the types of data that the incumbent considers competi-
tively relevant) and undermining incentives to invest.

Some forms of data sharing might promote competition without undermining in-
vestment or jeopardizing privacy, particularly where companies are able (and possi-
bly incentivized) to share data at the user’s direction or on a voluntary basis. For
example, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)’s ‘Open Banking’ remedy,
which enables customers to share transaction and other data with regulated third par-
ties through secure application programming interfaces (APIs), is viewed as a poten-
tially very successful approach, with more than 200 organizations in the process of
joining the Open Banking network just one year in.55 A general data sharing obliga-
tion could produce the worst of both worlds. It’s hard to see a shortcut for case-by-
case analyses of the particular datasets at issue.56

Foreclosure
Another concern is that platform operators ‘write the rules’ to their advantage when
competing with downstream rivals.57 A series of cases have considered whether

54 In search ads, advertisers choose keywords and users issue queries. If the query matches the keywords,
then the ad is eligible to be shown. Subsequently an advertiser can narrow its search by demographic tar-
geting using characteristics such as age and gender (See Google Ads Help, About demographic targeting).
The classical model for display ads has been ‘contextual targeting’. So if you visit a site about bicycles, you
may see ads for helmets on the page. One can also use personalized advertising for display ads, so that
you may see ads for helmets if you recently visited a website about bicycles (See Google Advertising
Policies Help, Personalized advertising). When it comes to metrics for assessing ads, click through rates
are estimated by a large machine learning model that takes account of features such as the query, the key-
words, the vertical (eg jobs, local search and so on). Additionally, there are measures of quality such as
the bounce rate and dwell time which provide post-click quality measurements.

55 B Roberts, ‘Celebrating the first anniversary of Open Banking’ (CMA Blog, 11 January 2019).
56 As illustrated above, it is difficult to say in the abstract what the effects would be of opening up access to

a particular datasets. Relevant considerations include: Does control over the dataset in question create a
non-replicable competitive advantage? Does it present a barrier to competition? Could control cause the
market to tip? Would mandatory sharing of that data undermine the incentive to invest in collecting and
using that data? What would that mean for consumers? Does the answer vary from one sector to the
next?

57 See eg J Cremer, Y de Montjoye, and H Schweitzer, ‘Shaping Competition Policy for the Digital Era’ p
62 (‘it could be useful to acknowledge that dominant platforms have a responsibility to ensure that the rules
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platform owners have abused their position to give themselves special treatment or
disrupt rivals, purportedly to the detriment of competition.58

Questions have been raised about whether antitrust is fit for purpose when it
comes to the analysis of these kinds of foreclosure concerns. It is said that investiga-
tions take too long; they focus narrowly on the facts of particular cases; the law sets
too high a standard for enforcers to meet (or at least to meet quickly); and remedies
cannot restore competition once a market has tipped.59 Without being able to rely
on the protections of competition law, innovative rivals might decide that bringing
new or improved products to market is not worth the risk.

Different people have different views about this pessimistic picture of antitrust en-
forcement. And while most reasonable people would agree that it’s a good thing to
have faster investigations that avoid ‘Type II errors’ and restore competition effec-
tively, the difficulty comes in identifying the right solutions.

Quicker investigations and interim measures. The seven-year long Google
Shopping case is sometimes held up as an example of enforcement moving slowly. It
is, though, just one example. We query how representative it is of agencies’ ability to
intervene swiftly.60 The Bundeskartellamt’s case against Facebook investigated com-
plex digital technologies, developed a novel theory of harm, and managed to go from
opening the case to reaching its conclusion in under three years, concluding in 2019.
We might expect enforcement to move more quickly as more cases are brought in
the digital sector, agencies develop expertise, and new technologies are deployed to
improve the speed and accuracy of evidence-gathering.61 In other words, we
shouldn’t give up on existing modes of antitrust enforcement just yet.

There will inevitably be some trade-offs when it comes to finding ways to move
more quickly. A wide range of options have been discussed, such as a mandatory

that they choose do not impede free, undistorted and vigorous competition without objective justification. The
rules and institutions provided by a dominant platform must not anti-competitively exclude or discriminate. A
dominant platform that sets up a marketplace must ensure a level playing field on this marketplace and must
not use its rule-setting power to determine the outcome of the competition’).

58 Alleged infringements of this type are not new. Over 15 years ago the EC concluded Case COMP/
AT.37792 Microsoft, Commission decision of 24 March 2004; more recently, the EC concluded its inves-
tigation in Case COMP/AT.39740 Google Shopping, Commission decision of 27 June 2017.

59 See eg H Schweitzer and others, ‘Modernising the Law on Abuse of Market Power: Report for the
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy’ 9 October 2018 (‘A general lowering of the intervention
threshold could allow competition authorities to detect threats to competition in the context of digitisation at an
earlier stage’ including ‘unilateral behaviour by companies that are not (yet) dominant and that are active in
markets with strong positive network effects, if that behavior is likely to promote a dangerous probability of
monopolisation (“tipping”)’.

60 We note, for example, that the case involved multiple rounds of commitments and involved changes in
scope (ie moving to focus on Shopping rather than a broader base of affected verticals). These features
could be taken as suggesting opportunities for procedural reform (eg narrower scope of investigations
and time-limited commitments processes) rather than an irredeemable problem with antitrust enforce-
ment as a tool for addressing purported leveraging concerns.

61 ‘Technology assisted review’ has already been used to reduce the burden (and improve the accuracy) of
disclosure in Irish, UK, and US litigation. See Pyrrho Investments Ltd v MWB Property Ltd & Ors [2016]
EWHC 256 (Ch) (16 February 2016); Irish Bank Resolution Corporation Ltd & ors -v- Quinn & ors
[2015] IEHC 175 (3 March 2015); and Da Silva Moore v Publicis Groupe (11 CIV.1279(ALC)(AJP).
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time limit for antitrust investigations, similar to those that exist for merger cases, and
greater use of interim measures.62

But these proposals have to be weighed against the thorough, intensive, and
evidence-based investigations that are often needed to ensure antitrust agencies reach
conclusions that align with their mandate to challenge anti-competitive practices; not
practices that have overall positive or neutral effects on competition. The issues are
often complex, involve high-stakes, and possibly quasi-criminal sanctions, which
makes it important to preserve the rights of defence. Getting to the right answer mat-
ters, even if it takes time, and the length of cases before the EC and other enforcers
cannot necessarily be attributed to inefficiency.

The policy imperative cannot simply be to push antitrust agencies to move faster.
In some cases, the existing tools can be used to reach a swift outcome (as with the
Bundeskartellamt’s Facebook investigation). Even when investigations take longer, it
is important to understand the reasons why, which might vary from case to case (eg
genuine complexity of the issues, needing to understand the features of a market that
has not previously been investigated, constraints on agency resources). Moving too
slowly might be harmful in markets at risk of tipping; but moving too quickly with-
out a proper assessment may produce decisions that chill—rather than enhance—
competition and innovation. A more sophisticated analysis is required as to why
cases take as long as they do and what should be done; observing that some cases
take a long time is not enough.

Furthermore, for investigations that are claimed to have taken too long, it seems to us
worthwhile thinking about what kinds of innovation have been (or are being) excluded.
To use our working definition, what kinds of innovative products (ie products that in-
volve creativity, risk-taking, value-addition, adoption, and destruction) have, at least argu-
ably, been kept out of the hands of consumers? In Microsoft (Tying), the EC was able to
point to evidence that Internet Explorer was not a superior product, compared to other
available browsers.63 That kind of qualitative assessment ought, we think, to have some
bearing on our expectations when it comes to the speed of intervention.

Reversing the burden of proof. To simplify and accelerate enforcement in digital mar-
kets, there have also been calls to expand the forms of conduct that are treated as presump-
tively unlawful and thereby place the onus on defendants to show that their conduct is
pro-competitive. This approach, it is said, could cut through complex assessments and
effects analyses, re-focusing on whether platforms can justify the measures they take.

62 Andrew Tyrie, Chairman of the CMA, Letter to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy, 21 February 2019 (‘Interim measures are particularly important in fast-moving markets. There is a
risk that, by the time appeal routes are exhausted, the harm will have become entrenched or the market will
have “tipped”, rendering the competition authority’s decision, even if upheld, ineffective’). On the other hand,
the standard for the CMA to apply interim measures is not unduly high, requiring the CMA to consider
those measures necessary to prevent ‘significant damage’ to a person or category of persons.

63 Case COMP/AT.39530 Microsoft (Tying), Commission decision of 16 December 2009, para 54 (‘the
Commission preliminarily concluded that as a result of the tying, Internet Explorer’s market share remains
much higher than that of its competitors, although it could not be considered as a superior product compared to
its main competitors. . . neither Internet Explorer 7 nor previous versions seem to have been superior to their
main competitors, in particular the Firefox web browser’).
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Simplicity has some intuitive appeal. And courts do deploy presumptions to avoid un-
necessary analysis where conduct is obviously and inherently harmful to competition.64

That’s true, for example, of classic hardcore cartels.65 However, at the same time, it’s also
being argued—in cases like Cartes Bancaires and Intel—that we ought to move away
from the notion of presumptive harm.66 Both approaches have their place. Courts should
move quickly to stop conduct that is inherently harmful and where it is well-established
that the risk of delay or not intervening is likely to result in a Type II error. In other cir-
cumstances, a more rigorous analysis is needed.

Some have advocated treating forms of vertical integration as presumptively un-
lawful because of a concern that platform operators confer unjustified advantages on
their own businesses to the detriment of competition and consumers. For example,
the EC special advisers’ report suggests that: ‘. . . to the extent that the platform per-
forms a regulatory function, it should bear the burden of proving that self-
preferencing has no long-run exclusionary effects on product markets’.67

This proposal raises complex questions. What ‘regulatory function’ would a plat-
form be performing?68 Is self-preferencing equivalent to any integration of a proprie-
tary service by the platform, or is there scope for a separate notion of product

64 OECD, Safe Harbours and Legal Presumptions in Competition Law, December 2017, para 62 (‘The main
reason for creating a presumption that fact A corresponds to fact B is the high probability that if A occurs, B
will follow in almost all cases. In such a context, to require a party to prove what is overwhelmingly expected to
occur would impose unnecessary social costs. In these circumstances, presumptions should be adopted because
they reduce regulatory costs without significantly increasing error-costs’).

65 CB v Commission, Case C-67/13, EU:C:2014:2204, para 51 (‘it is established that certain collusive behav-
iour, such as that leading to horizontal price-fixing by cartels, may be considered so likely to have negative effects,
in particular on the price, quantity or quality of the goods and services, that it may be considered redundant, for
the purposes of applying Article 81(1) EC, to prove that they have actual effects on the market. . . Experience
shows that such behaviour leads to falls in production and price increases, resulting in poor allocation of resour-
ces to the detriment, in particular, of consumers’).

66 ibid, paras 57–58 (‘the essential legal criterion for ascertaining whether coordination between undertakings
involves such a restriction of competition “by object” is the finding that such coordination reveals in itself a suffi-
cient degree of harm to competition . . . the General Court erred in finding, in paragraph 124 of the judgment
under appeal, and then in paragraph 146 of that judgment, that the concept of restriction of competition by
“object” must not be interpreted “restrictively”. The concept of restriction of competition “by object” can be ap-
plied only to certain types of coordination between undertakings which reveal a sufficient degree of harm to com-
petition that it may be found that there is no need to examine their effects, otherwise the Commission would be
exempted from the obligation to prove the actual effects on the market of agreements which are in no way estab-
lished to be, by their very nature, harmful to the proper functioning of normal competition’); and Intel v
Commission, Case C-413/14 P, EU:C:2017:632, paras 138–39 (‘that case-law must be further clarified in
the case where the undertaking concerned submits, during the administrative procedure, on the basis of support-
ing evidence, that its conduct was not capable of restricting competition and, in particular, of producing the al-
leged foreclosure effects. In that case, the Commission is not only required to analyse, first, the extent of the
undertaking’s dominant position on the relevant market and, secondly, the share of the market covered by the
challenged practice, as well as the conditions and arrangements for granting the rebates in question, their dura-
tion and their amount; it is also required to assess the possible existence of a strategy aiming to exclude competi-
tors that are at least as efficient as the dominant undertaking from the market’).

67 Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer (n 57) p 66.
68 There are different ways to conceive of a platform exercising a ‘regulatory function’. The Furman report,

for example, refers to companies having ‘strategic market status’, defined as ‘a key gateway in one or more
digital markets, with many dependent users on either side’. Aside from the definitional issues, though, there
are a series of analytical questions to consider: Would firms with a ‘regulatory function’ be pre-
determined or would the issue be analysed on the facts of each case? What standards would be applied in
identifying ‘dependency’ (presumably dependency would have to be persistent rather than short-term,
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improvements? How can a platform ‘prove the negative’ by showing that there were
‘no long-run exclusionary effects on product markets’? Would the rule distinguish
pro-competitive and anti-competitive forms of exclusion?69 And are there circum-
stances when self-preferencing is treated as reasonable and not ‘undue’?70

Let us suppose this rule had been in place when Google started showing maps
results on search pages. Users appreciate Google Maps being shown on search results
pages in response to relevant queries—a practice that the High Court has confirmed
is pro-competitive and not anti-competitive.71 But the contemplated presumption
against self-preferencing would require companies to ask themselves (before launch-
ing this type of service) whether they can prove the negative (ie that there will be no
long-term exclusionary effects).72 Under a reversed burden of proof, Google might
well have refrained from making this product improvement at all. In other words, a
reversal of the burden could have caused innovation to reduce, or at the very least to
have been delayed.

This example does not establish that all forms of presumptions are inherently
flawed. As we have said, polarized positions are unhelpful. Instead, this example
shows that, if the objective is to preserve innovation by both incumbents and market
entrants, the debate has to focus on identifying the types of conduct that may war-
rant the use of presumptions and on answering the kind of definitional questions we
posit above.

Acquisition
The prototypical ‘killer acquisition’ concern appears to have its origin in pharmaceu-
tical markets where ‘an incumbent firm may acquire an innovative target and terminate
development of the target’s innovations to preempt future competition’.73 Cunningham
and others found that approximately 6 per cent of pharmaceutical sector mergers (or
45 mergers per year) were killer acquisitions.

The authors cite the example of Questcor acquiring—and terminating develop-
ment of—Synacthen, which was seen as a potential rival to Questcor’s own product,
Acthar, which was used in treating infantile spasms and other conditions. Both treat-
ments were therapeutic adrenocorticotropic hormone products and, according to the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)’s complaint, Synacthen was viewed by clinicians,
other pharmaceutical companies and Questcor itself as a potential rival to Acthar,
having been used to treat patients in Europe, Canada, and elsewhere for the same

and relate to a large proportion of the dependent firms’ business)? How would we assess platforms that
have degrees of importance (and generate different degrees of dependency) for different customers?

69 As noted above, the Court of Justice has established in Intel and Post Danmark I that competition on the
merits can, by definition, lead to the exclusion of rivals.

70 The Furman Report refers to ‘a platform with strategic market status giving undue preferential prominence on
its webpages to its own integrated services’ (emphasis added), which appears to countenance self-
preferencing being lawful and reasonable in some circumstances.

71 Streetmap v Google [2016] EWHC 253 (Ch), judgment of 12 February 2016.
72 The standard for objective justification is typically – under European competition rules, at least – high,

given the strict requirements that the conduct is indispensable and proportionate to the efficiencies
achieved. Firms might therefore be reluctant to implement practices relying solely on an objective justifi-
cation defence.

73 C Cunningham, F Ederer and S Ma, ‘Killer Acquisitions’ 2018.
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conditions. If approved by the FDA, it would have threatened Questcor’s monopoly
position in the US market. This was allegedly why Questcor decided to compete
against three other bidders, despite the fact that it ‘had only inchoate plans for
Synacthen and conducted limited due diligence when it submitted its initial offer’.74

This acquisition allegedly kept prices higher than they would have been if the rival
product had entered. A settlement with the US FTC resulted in a $100m fine and a
commitment to license the acquired product to rival firms.75

The broader application of the Questcor fact pattern to digital mergers is not pre-
cluded, but it is not immediately obvious which digital mergers to date followed a simi-
lar course. Instead, the term ‘killer acquisitions’ when used in the context of digital is
intended, we think, to cover different types of conduct. Digital platforms are said to buy
up and integrate—not discontinue—services that might otherwise have grown into di-
rect competitors.76 This raises some interesting questions as to whether an acquired dig-
ital service would have fared better or worse if it had not been purchased by a digital
platform. A recent merger retrospective commissioned by the UK Competition and
Markets Authority could not say for certain what would have happened if Google/Waze,
Facebook/Instagram and other digital mergers had been blocked.77

The absence of clear evidence that mistakes have been made in the past should
not, of course, preclude rigorous reviews of mergers in the future, in particular in
markets that appear to be concentrated. Effective solutions will, however, require
some specificity as to the problems we’re trying to solve.

The first question is whether notification thresholds are fit for purpose: are im-
pactful deals going to be missed? The EC and national agencies, in particular the
CMA, have a long track record of reviewing established platforms’ acquisitions of
smaller digital services. The EC reviewed Google’s acquisitions of Motorola and
DoubleClick, while the CMA reviewed the acquisition of Waze.78 This contrasts

74 FTC v Mallinckrodt, Civil Action No 1:17-cv-00120, 25 January 2017.
75 FTC Approves Sublicense for Synacthen Depot Submitted by Mallinckrodt ARD Inc, 14 July 2017.
76 Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer (n 57)117–18 (‘There may indeed be cases in the digital realm where a domi-

nant acquirer buys up innovative targets but later shuts down the relevant innovation. This is, however, not the typical
scenario. Frequently, the project of the bought up start-up is integrated into the ‘ecosystem’ of the acquirer or into one of
their existing products. Such acquisitions are different from killer acquisitions as the integration of innovative complemen-
tary services often has a plausible efficiency rationale. In these cases, the theory of harm becomes more complex’).

77 Lear, Ex-post Assessment of Merger Control Decisions in Digital Markets, Final Report, 9 May 2019. In re-
spect of Facebook/Instagram, the report stated that ‘The effects of the Authorities’ decision to clear the merger de-
pend on the balance between likely anticompetitive effects and efficiencies, which in turn depend on the selected
counterfactual: stronger anticompetitive effects are expected had Instagram become a popular social network alone,
and in this case efficiencies would have needed to be significant enough to compensate for the loss of competition”. In
respect of Google/Waze, the report stated that “There are a number of counterfactuals which could be considered:
Waze could have grown on its own, been acquired by other digital companies or would have not been able to survive.
However, the evidence gathered on the market outcome evolution after the merger is not sufficient to select one of these
counterfactuals as the most likely. In any case, the merger has enabled Google and Waze to exploit their complemen-
tarities and generate efficiencies. These efficiencies are clearly merger-specific and should be taken into account when
assessing whether the decision has proved to be beneficial or detrimental to consumers.’

78 There are other Google acquisitions that were not reviewed, but these concern mostly minor acqui-hires
rather than transactions concerning plausible potential competitors: 25% of Google’s acquisitions had 3
or fewer employees, 60% had 10 or fewer, and 75% had 18 or fewer.
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with pharmaceutical mergers, where a disproportionate number of deals involving
overlapping products are said to fall just below the HSR filing thresholds.79

For now, the EC special advisers’ report has concluded that no changes to the
thresholds for notifying mergers are needed. Some Member States have, however, re-
cently changed their thresholds.80 Experience in these Member States might give a
sense of whether reform at the EU-level or in other countries is worthwhile, or
merely increases resources spent reviewing non-problematic transactions.81

But what of the deals that are notified? Is there sufficient intervention? There is no
readily apparent substitute for a case-by-case analysis to answer this question, which
involves an assessment of factual issues; not just the development of new or modified
theories of harm. Two main proposals have been made to adjust the legal standard and
burden of proof for determining whether a deal is likely to eliminate a potential rival that
might otherwise exercise material competitive constraints on the acquirer.

A presumption against digital mergers. Some propose a presumption against
acquisitions by large digital platforms.82 A modified version of this proposal appears
in the EC special advisers’ report, which suggests a presumption where there is some
indication that an acquisition is motivated to acquire a service that would otherwise
lead users to ‘defect’ from the acquirer’s service.83 It would then be for the acquirer
to justify why the merger should proceed.

As discussed above, presumptions of harm apply when a practice is well-
established as being so obviously and inherently harmful to competition that it
should be prohibited on the basis of its form, without a more detailed review of its
likely effects. The same principle should apply equally to mergers. But do acquisi-
tions by digital platforms fall into this category? The Furman Report found that ‘the
large majority of the acquisitions by large digital companies in recent years have

79 Cunningham, Ederer and Ma (n 73).
80 Transaction value thresholds have been introduced in Austria and Germany, with joint guidance subse-

quently released by the Austrian Federal Competition Authority and Bundeskartellamt (Joint guidance
on transaction value thresholds in German and Austrian merger control, 9 July 2018).

81 Mlex, Salesforce’s buyout of Tableau may trigger unaccustomed scrutiny in EU, 13 June 2019 (‘So far, lit-
tle has come of the change. The new threshold has led to just over 30 additional cases reviewed in Germany since
it came into force on June 9, 2017, Bundeskartellamt President Andreas Mundt said last month. So far, the revi-
sion has ‘not played a very big role’ in the authority’s scrutiny of deals, he said’).

82 See, for example, Global Competition Review, DG Comp chief economist: Reverse burden of proof to
catch killer acquisitions, 20 November 2018; and F Scott Morton and others, ‘Report of the Committee
for the Study of Digital Platforms - Market Structure and Antitrust Subcommittee, Stigler Center for the
Study of the Economy and the State, 15 May 2019 (“[m]ergers between dominant firms and substantial com-
petitors or uniquely likely future competitors should be presumed to be unlawful, subject to rebuttal by defend-
ants. This presumption would be valuable, not because it would identify anticompetitive mergers with precision,
but because it would shift the burden to the party with the best access to relevant information on issues of com-
petitive effects and efficiencies from the merger”).

83 Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer (n 57)124 (‘The test proposed here would imply a heightened degree
of control of acquisitions of small start-ups by dominant platforms and/or ecosystems, as they would be analysed
as a possible defensive strategy against partial user defection from the ecosystem as a whole. Where an acquisi-
tion plausibly is part of such a strategy, the burden of proof is on the notifying parties to show that the adverse
effects on competition are offset by merger-specific efficiencies’) (emphasis added).
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likely been benign or beneficial for consumers’.84 The EC special advisers’ report
noted the substantial efficiencies that these digital acquisitions can bring about.85

Given the efficiencies that digital mergers can create, presumptions in favour of
prohibition may do more harm than good, in particular where the target company
was unlikely to succeed (or to succeed to the same extent) in the ‘no merger’ coun-
terfactual. And depriving entrepreneurs of an exit option might reduce entrepreneur-
ial risk-taking in the first place86 or reduce the willingness of venture capital to
invest—funds that are currently in strong supply, including for companies that com-
pete with large digital platforms.87

As the EC special advisers’ report seems to suggest, it is possible to conceive of
evidence that could credibly point to some form of defensive strategy. In such cir-
cumstances, it is not clear to us that the current rules are insufficient or that a pre-
sumption is needed. The EC has intervened on the basis of potential competition
concerns in the past (eg ENI/EDP/GDP, DONG/ElsamEnergi E2 and Omya/Huber
PCC). These cases suggest the EC already has the tools to block a merger where it
has identified a coherent theory of harm centering on a loss of potential competition.

A balance of harms test. The Furman Report proposes introducing a new ‘bal-
ance of harms’ test whereby competition agencies would take account of both the
likelihood and scale of any harm to competition; not just harms that satisfy the cur-
rent ‘balance of probabilities standard’. In other words, competition officials could in-
tervene to prevent low-probability high-impact harms to competition, particularly
when assessing potential future competition, which is characterized by uncertainty.

In response, the CMA noted ‘there are practical challenges in applying this kind
of test in a transparent and robust way’ and that there could be ‘unintended consequen-
ces’. Chief among these are the losses in the predictability of merger control as the
well-established balance of probabilities framework is replaced by a series of probabil-
istic hypotheses about a range of putative outcomes, introducing significant discre-
tion into how they are weighed up and evaluated. What’s more, merger control

84 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 3.48. Many targets
experience rapid growth post-acquisition. Not a single Android smartphone had been released when
Google acquired the company in 2005. And although Facebook purchased Instagram for $1 billion in
2012, in 2018 it was valued by Citigroup at $100 billion and had over 1 billion users.

85 Crémer, de Montjoye and Schweitzer (n 57) 111 (‘In many cases, such acquisitions will be pro-competitive.
Generally speaking, the search for the optimal boundaries of the firm – whether by way of internal or external
growth – is an important part of the competitive process. In the digital field, mergers between established firms
and start-ups may frequently bring about substantial synergies and efficiencies: while the start-up may contribute
innovative ideas, products and services, the established firm may possess the skills, assets and financial resources
needed to further deploy those products and commercialise them’).

86 ibid, p 111 (‘the chance for start-ups to be acquired by larger companies is an important element of venture cap-
ital markets: it is among the main exit routes for investors and it provides an incentive for the private financing
of high-risk innovation’). As Commissioner Vestager said on 28 March 2019, it would be ‘very far-reaching’
to tell company owners ‘as a rule of thumb that you cannot sell your business’. See also TechCrunch, ‘Here’s
how likely your startup is to get acquired at any stage’ 2017 (‘In our data set, there were more than 16 times
as many companies that took the acquisition path compared to going public’).

87 The Silicon Valley Bank report for Q2 2019 found that ‘startups are better capitalized than ever’ and that
‘in order to make the top 100 deals of 2018, a startup would need to have raised a nine-figure round’.
Moreover, notwithstanding the fact that Apple, Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook, and many others have all
announced major AI initiatives (and therefore see this as a strategically important sector), over 600 com-
panies were created in 2016 that primarily invest in AI technology.
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applies to the economy as a whole; it’s not clear whether such a significant change in
the framework is warranted in order to address a particular tech concern. Although
less far-reaching than a presumption against digital mergers, it could have the same
end result.88

Error-cost or error-reduction? Proposals for a negative presumption or balance of
harms test are based on an ‘error-cost’ approach that treats over-enforcement as less
harmful (or less ‘costly’) than under-enforcement in digital markets.89 Whether that
judgment is correct may depend on the specific digital market (and merger) at issue
in a given case; all the more so since digital mergers are generally viewed as having
benefited consumers (as discussed above). Either way, ‘under-enforcement’ and
‘over-enforcement’ are both unsatisfactory outcomes. Instead, we should aim for ‘bet-
ter enforcement’, including comprehensive, in-depth assessments of merger-specific
effects on potential or future competition and a rigorous assessment of efficiencies.90

Recalling our working definition of innovation, there are aspects of innovative
endeavours that—it seems to us—will often benefit from acquisition. For example,
the ability to take risk and increase adoption may be materially improved by giving
the target company access to the acquirer’s resources. At the same time, it is impor-
tant to consider key pieces of evidence that may point towards credible or better
alternatives to the merger (eg inchoate plans for implementation, a high and unex-
plained valuation, or other signs of a defensive strategy). The question is how to dis-
tinguish digital mergers that promote innovation from those that reduce it. We set
out some ideas in the following section.

88 It is impossible to exclude entirely the possibility that a given business will grow into, say, the next
Facebook or the next Amazon. And because the consequences of that outcome would be vast, even a 1%
chance might be enough to warrant blocking the merger. In that circumstance, the balance of probabilities
test would produce the same outcome as a negative presumption.

89 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 3.93 (citing argu-
ments that agencies should be ready to tolerate some false positives); and Crémer, de Montjoye and
Schweitzer (n 57) 51 (‘in the context of highly concentrated markets characterised by strong network effects
and subsequently high barriers to entry (a setting where impediments to entry which will not be easily corrected
by markets), one may want to err on the side of disallowing types of conduct that are potentially anticompetitive,
and to impose the burden of proof for showing pro-competitiveness on the incumbent’).

90 Even those who are sympathetic to an ‘error-cost’ approach acknowledge that the basic problem is evi-
dentiary: see G Federico, F Scott Morton and C Shapiro, ‘Antitrust and Innovation: Welcoming and
Protecting Disruption’ 12 June 2019 (‘With hindsight, one can easily imagine that Instagram would have de-
veloped into a popular social media site that competed substantially and directly with Facebook. However, the
uncertainty of such a prediction would have been high. At the time of the merger, classifying Instagram as a
threatening substitute might have been an evidentiary challenge, given its lack of track record and revenue. Now,
quite a few years have passed since the merger was allowed to proceed, we will never really know how Instagram
would have evolved without the merger’). Faced with an evidentiary problem, the first step should be to ask
whether antitrust agencies can draw on additional sources of evidence; not moving straight to the ques-
tion of which type of error it is better to make. As the authors go on to say, agencies could ‘analyze the
factors that determined the acquisition price to gain insight into whether the dominant incumbent is sharing mo-
nopoly rents with the target or is instead sharing the value of anticipated synergies’ and whether the acquirer
‘has a pattern of acquiring potential rivals or, alternatively, a track record of achieving substantial synergies
through similar acquisitions’.
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I I I . P A R T I C I P A T I V E A N T I T R U S T A S A W A Y F O R W A R D
Change is needed to foster competition and innovation in digital markets that touch
so many aspects of consumers’ lives. This means faster, more flexible, and tailored
solutions and clearer rules of the road. Making the right changes will likely require
industry to contribute the evidence and technical expertise at its disposal, and to en-
gage proactively with agencies. This is what has been broadly termed ‘participative
antitrust’.91

But first, a threshold question: Why should large digital platforms have an interest
in participating in reform efforts, rather than defending the status quo?

First, digital platforms can face a myriad of competition cases, often having to
deal with the same issues at different times and in different venues, which makes en-
gagement inefficient. And inconsistencies—both between jurisdictions and over
time—increase legal and business uncertainty, potentially leading to delaying or
withholding future product improvements, and makes compliance much more chal-
lenging. This could affect platforms’ ability to innovate and grow their businesses.
Clearer rules, informed by industry, and consistently applied, will allow digital plat-
forms to move faster and better allocate resources.

Secondly, digital platforms have an interest in ensuring reforms are based on an
understanding of how digital markets work, not the (sometimes persistent) myths
that exist. Non-adversarial settings provide an opportunity to talk about how prod-
ucts function and what platform operators can do better, without having to be defen-
sive because of the threat of litigation or investigations.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, digital platforms need to preserve user
trust. Trust is fundamental to information-providing businesses. Long-term share-
holder value depends on consumers being confident that platforms are not taking ad-
vantage of them.92 Digital platforms may believe in the power of their products to
do good, but would not claim to be purely altruistic. Interests in reform are likely to
be driven by a clear, commercial rationale.

So what solutions can participative antitrust offer? We focus below on some of
the ideas recently mooted in expert reports as possible opportunities.

Industry-led data mobility
Adoption is an important element for ensuring successful innovation. What then are
the measures that we can take to ensure that artificial barriers do not lock entrants
out of the market? One idea is to focus on the technical means of switching that con-
sumers have at their disposal.

91 Jean Tirole supported this approach in the following terms: ‘Drawbacks of classical approaches are well-
known: self-regulation tends to be self-serving; competition policy is often too slow; public utility regulation, as
we discussed, is mostly infeasible (and it is sometimes captured). We must develop what I would call
“participative antitrust,” in which the industry or other parties propose possible regulations and the antitrust au-
thorities issue some opinion, creating some legal certainty without casting the rules in stone.’ See Quartz, ‘A
Nobel-winning economist’s guide to taming tech monopolies’ 27 June 2018.

92 Jean Tirole, Economics for the Common Good (Princeton University Press 2017) 402 (‘The social accept-
ability of digitization depends on us believing that our data will not be used against us, that the online platforms
we use will respect the terms of our contract with them, and that their recommendations will be reliable. In short,
it is based on trust’).
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Google realized some time ago that allowing users to easily port data contributed
to how they felt about its services. They were more likely to value Google services if
they didn’t think they had no other option. In 2007, Google launched the Data
Liberation Front—an engineering team with the goal of ensuring that users can mi-
grate data to and from Google, including having their data sent to them via
OneDrive, Dropbox, or other locations. This was followed in 2011 by Google
Takeout—a hub with instructions to users on how to review privacy settings, control
what activity Google records, track and delete data, and transfer or download a copy
of their data.93

Google subsequently launched the Data Transfer Project, bringing Facebook,
Microsoft, and Twitter on board, to build an open-source framework to connect any
two online service providers. This means users will be able to direct one service to
share their data, such as photos, playlists, or purchase histories, with another service,
without having to download and upload data themselves.

A data mobility system like the Data Transfer Project will not only make it easier
for users to switch; it could also enable new entrants to accelerate adoption of new,
innovative services. Thus, the Furman Report suggested that this project ‘should be
supported and encouraged by government’ and that ‘Silicon Valley, for example,
could expand the Data Transfer Project into an industry-led standard-setting pro-
gramme which, working with the UK and other regulators, is well placed to take a
lead on proposing internationally applied technical standards for data mobility’.94

There are a number of ways that public bodies could support this kind of work.
First, agencies could mediate discussions about the type of data within the scope

of the project,95 establishing rules on reciprocity (ie participants implementing both
import and export functionality),96 and investigating the possibility of continuous—
not just discrete—data transfer.97 Agencies could also facilitate consensus on the
types of use cases that consumers want (eg transferring photos, playlists, or purchase
histories).98

93 In 2017, Google Takeout had approximately 21 million unique visitors, who had exported in total more
than one Exabyte of data since launch. That’s the equivalent of 50,000 years’ worth of DVD-quality video.

94 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, paras 2.60 and 5.10.
95 A data mobility system should help users switch seamlessly between participating digital services without

losing data that affect their enjoyment of the service. It should not extend to commercially sensitive or
proprietary data, including data that companies have to invest in collecting to improve their service.

96 All participating companies should be willing both to receive incoming data and to transmit data to other
services at a user’s direction. In other words, they should build both ‘import’ and ‘export’ functionalities.
This is essential to establish user control over their data and to ensure the long-run viability of a data mo-
bility system; a network of companies that are willing only to receive but not transmit data (or vice versa)
is unlikely to achieve data mobility or to be sustainable in the long run.

97 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 2.59 (‘There is no re-
quirement within GDPR that data portability be made possible on a continuous, rather than discrete, basis.
However, many technologies and services – such as aggregator apps which provide up to date information on
consumers’ activity – require ongoing data sharing’).

98 Data Transfer Project, Overview and Fundamentals, 20 July 2018, 5–6. The ACCC has a similarly wide-
ranging role in administering Australia’s Consumer Data Right: See R. Sims, Consumer data and regula-
tory reform, 16 July 2018 (the ACCC has ‘multiple roles under the CDR, including rule-making, accreditation
of third party data receivers, enforcement, and consumer education’).
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Secondly, successfully building a data mobility system will depend on attracting a
sufficient community of digital services and users who are willing and able to make
use of data transfers. To this end, the lead participants could publish periodic reports
of the project’s progress, resources invested in ensuring the project’s success, and
making efforts to publicize the possibilities to users. Progress could be reviewed by
the ‘digital markets unit’ or other organizations overseeing the project, which could
also play a role in encouraging participation.

Aside from promoting mobility, governments and competition agencies could en-
courage the voluntary release of useful, anonymized datasets, even without user in-
volvement. Google has made datasets publicly available on a large scale over the past
decade, both to facilitate research that is useful for its businesses and to identify tal-
ented engineers.99 This could be enhanced by a system of public endorsements for
companies that practice data openness. Digital companies would value official
endorsements, given the importance of consumer trust in this sector and the reputa-
tional benefits that such endorsements would carry.100 Agencies could also publish
more detailed guidance (and even block exemptions) to encourage data pooling that
helps smaller or nascent rivals to build up their datasets.101

Codifying competition rules
The Furman Report proposes setting up a digital markets unit to create and adminis-
ter ‘a code of conduct for companies whose position means other markets depend
on them’. The principles and rules of the code would be drafted in close consultation
with participants in digital markets. And while the code would draw on existing anti-
trust principles and cases, it could go further in providing clearer and more specific

99 Google has released a wide range of large datasets and tools for public use. For example, Google Trends
and Google Correlate both launched in 2011. Google Trends provides data and statistics on the popu-
larity of top search queries in Google Search across various regions and languages (see <https://trends.
google.com/trends/> accessed 6 August 2019). Google Correlate complements Google Trends by pro-
viding data on how strongly the frequency of multiple search terms correlates with each other over a
specified time interval (see <https://www.google.com/trends/correlate/> accessed 6 August 2019). In
2015, Google released Tensor Flow—popular machine learning software that has been downloaded
more than 30 million times and attracted over 17,000 contributors. In 2016, Google released the Open
Images dataset, comprising �9 million URLs to images that have been annotated with labels spanning
over 6,000 categories, with a view to facilitating machine learning. Google has produced the Google
Earth Engine, which enables scientific analysis and visualization of geospatial datasets, for uses including
detecting changes, mapping trends, and quantifying differences on the Earth’s surface. There are many
other projects too (Google donated N-grams, ImageNet, and YouTube-8M, and frequently collaborates
with central banks to provide economically relevant search data using Google Trends). Google’s more
than 2,000 open source projects are hosted—freely and readily accessible—at <https://opensource.goo
gle.com/> accessed 6 August 2019.

100 Similarly, Ofcom accredits price comparison sites that undergo ‘a rigorous independent audit’ that ‘checks
on how the site works and checks whether the information provided to consumers is accessible, accurate, trans-
parent, comprehensive, and up to date’. See Ofcom website, Price comparison.

101 Certain organizations have voiced concerns about perceived antitrust risks involved in data sharing co-
operation, particularly in view of the need to self-assess the level of risk under Article 101(3) TFEU or s
9 of the Competition Act 1998. To facilitate pro-competitive arrangements that help new entrants build
up their datasets, a new block exemption could be introduced to create a safe harbour for data-pooling
arrangements, similar to those that exist for vertical agreements, technology transfers, and insurance of
motor vehicles. The EC special advisers’ report notes this possibility, alongside offering more guidance
on data pooling.
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guidance. Establishing ex ante rules and guidance could have benefits over relying ex-
clusively on ex post enforcement.

• Precise rules. Establishing clear guidance could help promote predictability and le-
gal certainty for both the addresses of the code of conduct and their partners;
more so than relying on the (necessarily) broad antitrust prohibitions on restrictive
agreements and abuse of dominance. In particular, the code could clarify ‘situations
and behaviours as unacceptable that may currently be unclear or arguably legal’.102

• Swift enforcement. Given the concerns about antitrust investigations taking too
long and remedies coming too late, the Furman Report contemplated ‘fast
resolutions in multiples of weeks or months, but not years’, supported by
information-gathering and working cooperatively with addressees of the code.103

To some extent, swiftness of enforcement will depend on the contemplated rules
being detailed and specific such that allegations of breach can be assessed quickly
without having to interpret broad principles or unclear definitions.104

• Promoting competition. The Furman Report makes clear that its aim is to promote
market entry, spur innovation, benefit consumers by driving competition on
parameters like privacy, and reduce prices though enhancing competition (eg in
advertising). In particular it is targeted at overcoming the issue of conduct by those
with ‘enduring market power over a strategic bottleneck market’.105 The code
should therefore address conduct that is accepted as being harmful to competition,
rather than conduct that could be neutral or pro-competitive, depending on the
circumstances.

We consider these essential principles for any antitrust code that seeks to comple-
ment antitrust enforcement. Without precise and predictable rules, the code won’t
guide firms’ conduct. Without swift decisions, there would scarcely be an improve-
ment on the current model of ex post enforcement. And if new measures fail to pro-
mote competition, they are unlikely to benefit consumers.

There are plenty of details to be worked out to ensure that these objectives are
achieved. Some rules will be more amenable to precise description, swift enforce-
ment, and pro-competitive outcomes than others. Giving reasonable notice before
suspending a platform user’s account, for example, could be a relatively straightfor-
ward rule to codify.106

102 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 2.45.
103 Ibid., paragraph 2.47.
104 The Groceries Supply Code of Practice was introduced in response to concerns about supermarkets

treating their suppliers unfairly. Although Part 2 of the code provides for a general principle of ‘fair deal-
ing’, the Explanatory Note describes this as offering ‘useful context’ for interpreting the more detailed
and precise requirements of the code, which provide supermarkets with granular guidance on acceptable
and unacceptable practices: See GSCOP, Explanatory Note, para 41, <https://assets.publishing.service.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/348360/GSCOP_Explanatory_
Note.pdf> accessed 6 August 2019.

105 Digital Competition Expert Panel, Unlocking Digital Competition, March 2019, para 2.116.
106 We note that recent legislation already appears to move in the direction of promoting greater transpar-

ency: See EC Press Release, Digital Single Market: EU negotiators agree to set up new European rules
to improve fairness of online platforms’ trading practices, 14 February 2019 (on 13 February 2019 ‘the
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As noted above, there are other types of conduct where establishing a clear set of
pro-competitive rules will be more challenging. For example, a rule against ‘undue
self-preferencing of a platform’s own integrated service’, as the Furman Report
appears to contemplate, would require—at the very least—extensive work to agree a
set of defined terms. What is self-preferencing? When is it undue? How do we
identify an integrated service? And in what circumstances would it give rise to plausi-
ble material harm? Different agencies and courts have thus far drawn different
conclusions in different circumstances (compare the EC’s Shopping investigation
with the High Court ruling in the Streetmap litigation).

Another important consideration will be the resolution procedure and enforce-
ment mechanisms, which could have significant implications for the prospects of
swift enforcement. Seeking to enforce the code with financial penalties or mandatory
changes to business practices may mean slower (and more adversarial) investiga-
tions, requiring full rights of defence for firms whose conduct has been challenged,
and a greater likelihood of appeals and delays. This is perhaps borne out in the
FCA’s enforcement cases where, despite having in place a detailed and prescriptive
set of rules in the Handbook, it takes years—not months—to reach a resolution.107

While there are important details to be worked out, a code of conduct might offer
a way to achieve resolutions quickly—possibly several years sooner than traditional
antitrust enforcement—and at a reduced public cost.

Updating merger analysis
Agencies and industry participants should work together to ensure that officials have
the tools and understanding they need to assess mergers in digital markets. The
CMA is already consulting on updates to the merger assessment guidelines. Some
relevant considerations might include: (i) developing a framework for assessing non-
price effects, such as quality or privacy protections; (ii) establishing a methodology
for testing network effects and multi-homing, perhaps drawing on the Just Eat/
HungryHouse decision as a guide; and (iii) reviewing the acquirer’s previous acquisi-
tions to test whether efficiency claims are credible.

Arguably one of the most important updates, though, is to codify the CMA’s ap-
proach to assessing deal valuation—supplemented by internal growth projections—
to assess the likelihood of the target growing into a serious future competitor in the

European Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European Commission reached a political
deal on the first-ever rules aimed at creating a fair, transparent and predictable business environment for busi-
nesses and traders when using online platforms’).

107 In 2017/2018, regulatory and civil cases brought by the FCA took on average 32.3 months where they
concluded with settlement, 52.4 months where the cases were referred to the Tribunal, and 59.4 months
for cases referred to the Regulatory Decisions Committee: see FCA Enforcement annual performance
report, 2017/18, <https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/annual-report-2017-18-enforcement-
performance.pdf> accessed 6 August 2019. The Groceries Adjudicator takes a somewhat different ap-
proach to enforcement. Despite having carried out just two formal investigations and imposed no finan-
cial penalties (even though it has the power to do so), the Groceries Code appears to have had a clear
beneficial impact on suppliers’ dealings with supermarkets. See eg Groceries Code Adjudicator, Strong
Progress, Fresh Challenges: Forward Look (2018), <https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/govern
ment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/718125/GCA_forward_look_2018.pdf>
accessed 6 August 2019. Slide 4 shows that the percentage of suppliers experiencing Code-related issues
has fallen from 79% in 2014 to 43% in 2018.
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counterfactual. The Guidelines could establish a practice of requesting detailed
explanations of transaction values (possibly in a new section of the merger notifica-
tion form), including written testimony from the acquirers’ investment advisors and/
or in-person interviews and technical meetings with agencies’ economist staff. The
PayPal/iZettle merger review, for example, examined the basis for a deal value that
was double the anticipated valuation of iZettle’s shares in the event of a listing on
Nasdaq Stockholm. The CMA investigated and, on 12 June 2019, found that the
deal valuation could be explained through ‘synergies including increased sales vol-
umes and cost savings’.108

The difficulties in making predictions or assessing the counterfactual does not ex-
clude the possibility of assessing a merger’s impact on potential competition; far
from it. There is a range of evidentiary and analytical tools that agencies can and, to
some extent, already use.

I V . C O N C L U S I O N
Innovation has obvious societal benefits and ought to be promoted. Calls for reform
should be considered from this perspective. Agency officials, platform operators,
business users, and consumers have a shared interest in a well-functioning antitrust
framework that is effective, clear, robust and—critically—promotes and fosters the
kind of innovation that has transformed the world over the past 10–15 years. That
innovation comes from both incumbent players and new entrants.

In this context, data, foreclosure, and acquisitions are important and challenging
concepts that need to be addressed. As recent merger retrospectives show, the first
step is to gather evidence that will allow targeted policy responses. This is not to re-
sist change; only to ensure that reforms are evidence-based and grounded in a com-
plete picture of how competition in digital markets works and the utility of any new
rules and procedures.109

Participative antitrust is in keeping with this approach. Cooperation between gov-
ernments, competition agencies, and industry can lead to a better understanding of
the digital sector and the rules, analytical frameworks, or institutions that can pro-
mote competition and innovation. Overly broad (and rapidly deployed) changes to
legal duties, burdens, and standards of proof could have adverse consequences. A
well-designed participative framework offers a more promising path forward.

108 Completed acquisition by PayPal Holdings, Inc. of iZettle AB, Final Report, 12 June 2019 (‘We consid-
ered whether the acquisition might have been motivated by an intention to prevent future competition from an
emerging rival. We examined whether the consideration paid by PayPal for iZettle (which was much higher
than the expected IPO valuation) suggested that it had taken account of a potential reduction in competition
. . . We found that the consideration appeared justified by commercial valuation and calculations of synergies
including increased sales volumes and cost savings. We saw no evidence that PayPal intended to shut iZettle or
increase prices post-Merger’).

109 To quote Sir Francis Bacon, ‘It is good also, not to try experiments in states, except the necessity be urgent, or
the utility evident; and well to beware, that it be the reformation, that draweth on the change, and not the de-
sire of change, that pretendeth the reformation.’
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